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Commissions are formed to recommend programmes and policies to the Council; they form the basis of the Society and are generally ongoing or permanent. To respond to the changing needs of the profession, task forces are set up to address specific issues. While commissions are permanent, task
forces are disbanded once their work is complete. A Prize Committee/Committee of The Prix Chairman Sean Spina, Victoria, BC Committee Members Rene Breault, Edmonton, AB Celia Culley, Victoria, BC Sylvain Grenier, Ottawa, ON Lauren Hutton, Halifax, NS Janice Ma, Ottawa, ON Jonathan
Mailman, Regina, SK Jaime McDonald, Halifax, NS Rumi McGloin, Surrey, BC Olivia Ng, Toronto, ON Emily Yu, Edmonton, AB Skip to Head in 2016. Bio-OilDSN: Given that it's such a commitment of time and money to come to a conference like RBC, what do you hope to achieve here? Carolyn
Harrington, consultant: Exposure to pharmacists of our products, and orders. DSN: How are independents important to your business? CH: Our product is sold over the counter at virtually all pharmacies, and independents are just as important as the big stores. If a patient comes to ask a pharmacist, what
would you recommend for scars, they can say we bio-oil. DSN: What is a message you want to send to participants? CH: Bio-Oil is a beautiful, multi-use skin oil. We hope you don't just refer your customers to it, but we appreciate you making a profit from it.3 Upsher-Smith - Karri Theis Tabitha Smith
DSN: Given that it's such a commitment of time and money to come to a conference like RBC, what do you hope to achieve here? Karri Theis, retail account representative: Promoting our products and our product lines at Upsher-Smith, meeting many of the customers we don't get to see, and face-to-face
interaction. DSN: How are independents important to your business? KT: They're very important. Some of our mainstay products are sold to independents. They are a big part of our business, just as good as the big chains. Many of the independent pharmacists have more time to focus on the patient, and
we appreciate that at Upsher-Smith. DSN: What is a message you want to send to participants? KT: I would thank them for their company and thank them for attending this show.4. Roxane Labs DSN: Given that it's such a commitment of time and money to come to a conference like RBC, what do you
hope to achieve here? Steven Simone, senior product manager: We are here to support our client, Cardinal. We want to spend some time with our cardinal affiliates. DSN: How are independents important to your business? SS: Many of our products are sold through independents and wholesalers such as
Cardinal. dispense with more medicines than most people realize. DSN: What is a message you want to send to participants? SS: Thank you for your support. It was a pleasure to serve you.5. PharmaSmart Mariano Stephen Hutton DSN: Given that it's such a commitment of time and money to come to a
conference like RBC, what do you hope to achieve here? Danielle Mariano, Director of Business Development, USA: Well, of course we like to come to the fairs because it allows us to not only connect with our existing customers, but find potential new customers. We get that personal element. DSN: How
are independents important to your business? Steve Hutton, pharmacy services team leader: Frankly, they are extremely important to our company. I admire them. They're entrepreneurs. We adapt our kiosks for them. They're the lifeblood of our company. They're definitely very important to us. DSN:
What is a message you want to send to participants? DM: I think we're just saying we're grateful for all the people who attend the shows. I think we've seen about 90% of the people here, and it's great that they're taking the time to come.6. PharmaCare US DSN: Given that it's such a commitment of time
and money to come to a conference like RBC, what do you hope to achieve here? Kimberly Weld, VP of sales and marketing: Since a large proportion of independents reflect better brand loyalty, we feel they truly believe in a brand and are willing to recommend it to their customers. They are interested in
recommending something that works, not just something they get a higher profit margin on. DSN: How are independents important to your business? KW: They have a real interest in the science behind a product and are willing to recommend something that really works. DSN: What is a message you
want to send to participants? KW: I think we appreciate the service that independents provide to their community. © 2020 EnsembleIQ, All Rights Reserved A pharmacy designed for cancer care Extend Pharmacy does not look like your typical pharmacy. Located on the 3rd floor of the Smyth Medical
Building, there is no pedestrian traffic. The space is dedicated to people undergoing cancer therapy and for their loved ones who can accompany them. Extend Pharmacy does not have a store at the front, and includes several private counseling rooms for consultation with specialized pharmacists. There
is a small pharmacy located inside as well. We hope that the space provides a calming, private and supportive atmosphere for you and your loved ones. If you live outside Ottawa or don't like to drive through the city, all our Extended Cancer Care services are also offered by phone or via a virtual
appointment. In addition, we are pleased to offer a direct-to-your-door take-home cancer drug prescription delivery service at no additional cost to all our patients. What is an oncology pharmacist? Experts in your cancer drugs Did you know that pharmacists with an expertise in cancer are often in your
cancer cancer where you receive treatment, you may or may not meet them as part of your care. Cancer medications can be very complex and require a lot of additional assessment and attention to ensure that they are appropriate, safe and agree with your other medications. At an oncology pharmacy,
the cancer pharmacists ensure that this is done, in addition to providing education and ongoing support to patients and cancer care providers, and are a very valuable part of your cancer care team. Our goal is to ensure that cancer pharmacists are accessible to you at all times and that they are involved
as a core member of your care and support team(s). Introducing our Extend Pharmacists Team Jason is the founder of Extend Pharmacy and has experience in the 'solid tumor' cancer area. He is very familiar with how to prevent and manage side effects of cancer medications. He is also a proud Nova
Scotian and will welcome your visit with that famous East Coast hospitality. Meghan has practiced for many years as a pharmacist in drug information, as well as community pharmacy. She is Extend Pharmacy's Manager of Operations, bilingual in English and French, and strives to ensure that every
patient receives the care they deserve. She's also an animal lover, so feel free to bring your pet to your appointment. Tina is an old hematology pharmacist with a wealth of knowledge and experience. She likes to connect with local patient support groups to ensure that patients benefit most from cancer
therapy. Tina is from Newfoundland and she loves to spend time outside – kayaking and skating. Shannon is a new-pharmacy graduate with a wealth of up-to-date knowledge and has excelled at Extend Pharmacy. In addition to her kindness and compassion, she is adept at using modern technology and
helps build our exceptional virtual care platform for patients. Tiffany has practiced as a hematology pharmacist and now works with patients going through a blood and marrow transplant. With a master's degree in epidemiology, she has a passion for research to improve the quality of care our patients
receive. Joy is an experienced hematology pharmacist who is bilingual in English and French. She is Extend Pharmacy's Social Media professional and is a real 'pleasure' to be around. Joy will make sure you understand your medication inside out. Jessica is an experienced oncology pharmacist with
expertise in knowing what it takes for people to safely take cancer medications at home. She is a National Professional Practice Coordinator, helping to shape pharmacy practice not only at Extend Pharmacy, but Canada-wide. Lauren works with our team and has been involved in the cancer care for
pharmacy from coast to coast. She brings vision and ambition to our partner company, Extend Health Solutions and specialises in new ideas and services in practice for our patients.  Safety, safety and space are some of the benefits of the new state-of-the-art pharmacy at Vernon Jubilee Hospital, which



became operational on September 22. Located in the old Emergency Department, the pharmacy is double the size of the old Basement Pharmacy which has not seen an update since the early 1980s. In addition to filling and distributing medications, staff of 30 consultations with patients, provides clinical
advice to physicians regarding drug therapy, provides drug information to nurses and other health professions, train pharmacy students and residents, and prepare medications for the Cancer Clinic, as well as counseling patients on chemotherapy. Security features include pass-throughs for safe drug
transfer, and a CII Safe System that stores, tracks and monitors narcotics, ensuring accurate inventory, selection, and distribution.  The pharmacy has about 1,400 medicines. The IV prep area, which provides a sterile environment improves the care of both patients and staff, with five separate rooms
including an anteroom, scrub room and clean room for preparing intravenous medications for epidurals and pain infusions.  This improved level of cleanliness and sterility protects patients by helping to prevent infection solutions, as well as protecting staff while preparing chemotherapy medications. The
new pharmacy also includes a Pneumatic Metro station that allows for timely delivery of medicines. Construction began in early 2014, with costs shared by the province of British Columbia, the North Okanagan Columbia Shuswap Regional Hospital District and VJH Foundation, which contributed $97,000
to the project to purchase a chemo refrigerator, pass-through refrigerator, smoke sheets and other equipment. Lauren Hutton, Clinical Practice Leader oversees the entire clinical program at the hospital. Pharmacy Manager Chelsea Argent demonstrates a passageway at the new VJH Pharmacy.
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